MAGA Hat Kid and a Modern Morality Play Gone Wrong | Robby
Soave
But I know what I saw, and I think I know what Wagner saw, too. She saw a group
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of white teens wearing MAGA hats who had just engaged in partisan political
activity on behalf of a cause she opposes. And that was enough. – Robby Soave

Robby Soave is an associate editor at Reason.com. He is also a columnist for The Daily Beast
and has penned articles for The New York Times, New York Post, CNN, USA Today, U.S. News &
World Report, Newsweek, The Orange County Register, and The Detroit News. Forbes named him
to the 2016 "30 Under 30" list in the category of law and policy. Soave is perhaps best known for
his early skepticism of Rolling Stone's investigative reporting on sexual assault at the University of
Virginia. He won a 2015 Southern California Journalism Award for his commentary on the subject.
Soave is a 2017-2018 Novak Fellow at The Fund for American Studies and appears regularly on
Fox News, CNN, and syndicated radio programs.

WHY DO I CARE?
My episode with Robby Soave may be the most important and timely conversation that I have had
on this program yet. Robby compares the story of the Covington Catholic High School kids and
Nick Sandmann to the Rolling Stone/University of Virginia gang rape hoax of 2014, in how the
mainstream media got the story “very wrong in ways that permanently damaged the magazine's
reputation.” In that case, however, “at least the Rolling Stone debunking was accepted by pretty
much everyone,” writes Soave.
Indeed, the unwillingness by so many in the media and across society to walk-back their
unsubstantiated (now proven-to-be false) characterizations of these students (and Nick Sandmann
in particular) as white-supremacist, bigoted, racist, trouble-makers who were “mocking a native
American veteran” (who, it turns out, is not actually a veteran) is deeply upsetting. What is more
upsetting still, is the disproportionality of the response to the initial mischaracterization of
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Sandmann and his fellow classmates. Media personalities, celebrities, and
politicians alike were quick to offer opinions, condemnations, and even calls
to dox and physically assault these teenagers. But what is perhaps most
confusing is that so many people across society felt that this
……
story was 1) newsworthy and 2) something about which we needed to
have a “national conversation.” Even if the initial story was correct and
these “white kids wearing MAGA hats” were mocking a native
American activist, there was no thought to even take into account the
age of these students, the fact that they were on a school field trip, or
that they consisted of a giant collection of young, catholic school boys
from Kentucky, where wearing a MAGA hat probably does not constitute
a provocation (as it does in the nation’s capital). In other words, forget
the context of the video (that these students were actually targeted by activist protestors and may
have been part of a publicity stunt by Nathan Phillips), even the context of being a group of teenage
boys on a field trip from a deeply southern state was not even considered as a mitigating fact
(mitigating, because teenage boys on field trips can turn easily rowdy and loud, irrespective of their
skin color or political leanings). Quite the opposite, their race (that they were “white”), gender,
religiosity, and origin (being from Kentucky) was seen as confirmatory evidence that they were
aggressively intimidating a racially oppressed minority (a Native American).
This story is like a giant, tangled ball of yarn. I’ve been staring at it for the
past few days and I still can’t quite figure out from where to start pulling. It’s
overwhelming. It also feels unusually personal. The fact that it feels
personal is an important data point, and it’s one I want to focus on first.
The racialization of American politics in recent years and the unabashed
use of terms like “white male privilege” and “toxic masculinity” has created
a climate that feels hostile towards men who may look like I do and who
value some of the masculine archetypes that many men like me find
meaningful and important. It has created a lot of confusion and fear among
the male population, whether warranted or not (Trevor Noah had a great
monologue that questioned the severity of these concerns during the Bret Kavanaugh hearings).
But it has also served the important function of showing some of us what it’s like to live in a country
where your race and gender position you immediately on the defensive and put you at risk of having
your reputation tarnished, your career destroyed, and your life ruined. I’ve been thinking a lot about
how my black brothers must feel every day when they are
pulled over by a police officer or how my Muslim brothers
and sisters feel when they are going through airport security.
There is privilege in being white and this is evidenced by its
absence in the case of these Catholic school boys and in
many of the media and social media ambushes that we have
seen escalate in number in recent years. There’s an
opportunity to learn empathically from this experience, and
it’s something that I’d like us all to meditate on.
Recognizing the opportunity for personal growth that this
story affords us, I want to make clear that I find the current
culture of stereotyping to be abhorrent and deeply offensive.
I am further offended by notions that racial stereotyping is
something that only “whites” can do. Even the ease with
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which people seem to throw around the terms “whites” or
“white men” feels offensive, and this is because it is so often
used in a derogatory way. I am appalled by the adoption of
this victim-oppressor-rescuer drama triangle as a framework
for understanding modernity. Conflict has become a sort of
“moral combat” zone where belligerents try and up-the-ante
of outrage and social indignation by calling out their
opponents as racist, bigoted, misogynistic, homophobic, etc.
Take, for instance, Nick Sandmann’s recent interview with
Samantha Guthrie on the Today Show. I was struck by the
cat-and-mouse game, where this adolescent boy, who should
want to identify as a strong protagonist, was carefully
navigating the maze of victimhood. Guthrie asked him
questions like: “Do you owe anyone an apology? Do you see
your own fault? What kinds of things did you hear them [the
Black Israelites] say? Did you feel threatened at all? Did you
think it was a good idea to start chanting back at the protestors? Did anyone say ‘build the wall?
There's something aggressive about standing there - standing your ground. You both stood your
ground. And it was like a stare-down. Why didn’t you walk away? Have you looked at that video
and wondered what it was like from the other’s perspective? In other words, there were a lot of you
and only a handful of the others. Do you think they may have felt threatened?” Sandmann
responded with answers like: “I was not disrespectful. They started shouting a bunch of racist,
homophobic, derogatory comments at us. They were a group of adults and I wasn’t sure what was
going to happen next. I didn’t hear any racist comments. None of my classmates are racist people.”
This was an emasculating spectacle for a man like me to watch. On the one hand, you have
Samantha Guthrie, who could easily be this kid’s mother, asking him if he “felt threatened” in one
of the safest places in the world (the Lincoln Memorial). She asked him “why he didn’t walk away,”
and “if he owed anyone an apology,” while simultaneously describing the act of standing one’s
ground as an “aggressive stare-down.” What are young men in this country supposed to take from
this exchange? Are they supposed to draw the lesson that, when feeling threatened they should
tell an adult and leave the area? (this speech by Al Pacino in Scent of a Woman feels out of place
today). Perhaps there is a correlation between the active
suppression of masculine energy in modern society and the
appeal of people like Jordan Peterson and Joe Rogan to
young men searching for role models and identity.
The interview also sets an impossible standard and in so
doing, creates an intellectually dishonest landscape not unlike
the fake aesthetic perpetuated by Instagram. An example of
this can be found in Sandmann’s answer that “None of my
classmates are racist people.” It is hard to imagine that out of
a class of hundreds of students, there cannot be found a
single person with racist feelings or inclinations. I would take
this point a step further and say that if we are to measure by
the broadest definitions of racism (and as it is being applied
today for white people), it is hard to imagine that anyone in
America would fall outside of this category. To live in a nation
that celebrates identity politics where one is inundated
constantly with racial distinctions and stereotypes is to be a
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racist. Identity politics rewards and produces racists as a
function of its design. In this way, the elevated levels of
tribalism are operating as a positive feed-back loop for
identity politics, racism, and bigotry.
Q: So, Robby…What Is Going ON? Can you catch us up on
what exactly happened in the nation’s capital this past
Friday? I’m amazed that so much happened in so little time.
Q: How did you first catch wind of this story? What was your
involvement in this? Can you help us build a timeline?
Q: What do you think explains why this story went viral and that media outlets found it worth having
a national conversation about?
Q: What do you think was most troubling about this story? I have described this as a story, about
a story, about a story. How troubling is the way in which the story unfolded and the participation
and pile-up we saw across our hyperconnected society?
Q: What is the larger narrative in which this story fits? What is
that narrative? It feels like this victim-oppressor-rescuer drama
triangle (the Karpman drama triangle) has ossified…
Q: What did you think of the Today show interview of Nick
Sandmann by Samantha Guthrie? What was the public’s
reaction? It seems that both the American left and the
American right were upset with the interview.
Q: We had Jonathan Haidt on the program in September
ahead of the release of his book, The Coddling of the American
Mind, where we explored some of the themes that I think are
present in this story. Jonathan has also written another book
called The Righteous Mind: Why Good People Are Divided by
Politics and Religion, which I think is a must-read for anyone
struggling to understand what is happening in America today. As someone who has been reporting
and writing about issues dealing with what could be called “political correctness” or “the culture
wars,” what do you think has been happening? Where are we in this weird time?
Q: What are your thoughts about the way in which men and male culture is depicted in these
narratives and conversations or in that Gillette ad? Do you think that young men are feeling
increasingly confused and lost, in part because they aren’t sure what it means to be a man and
don’t have any clear role models to look up to or archetypes
to model themselves after?
Q: Why is no one willing or able to focus their attention on
what the Black Hebrew Israelites were saying and how
these Kentucky kids with MAGA hats actually tried to drown
out their hateful rhetoric? Is this a problem of
intersectionality?
Q: I have been hesitant to buy into these suggestions that
we are headed towards a new civil war, but I am starting to
wonder whether I’ve been living in denial. Are we in a fullblown tribal war?
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Q: What would it take for pop-culture not to see
conservativism as synonymous with racism or with
intolerance? Can you be conservative without hating other
people or seeing them as groups? Can someone be
conservative while also wanting to live in a diverse country
surrounded by people who look and act differently than he
or she does? Do people think they want diversity, when in
reality, they don’t? Why is there so much political
intolerance on the left? It seems to me that radical forces
on the political fringes have been fueling the flames of
division. The extreme behavior seems to be coming from
the left today, but this has been going on for a while and
the right-wing has provoked and fueled the flames for as
long as I can remember.
Q: How important is it that we be able to make mistakes
and recover from them? How important is it that we be able
to say something that turns out to have hurt someone and
for which we later feel regret? It seems to me that we are
stunting our emotional growth.
Q: Are people like Bakari Sellers or Katy Griffin going to
be held accountable for word that actually incite violence or encourage actions that could lead to
violence? The hypocrisy around “de-platforming” for expressing bad ideas or racist views (violent
ideas) but not punishing someone for provoking violence is palatable. Do people need to be held
accountable??
Q: Is it such a bad thing if people approach every story from every outlet with skepticism?
Q: How much of a role does technology play?
Q: How can we get through this?

FROM THE TODAY SHOW INTERVIEW
"This is the best you are going to get out of me. You won't get any further reaction of aggression
and I'm willing to stand here as long as you want to hit this drum in my face."
“What some see is a young kid with a smirk
on his face. What would you say for people
who see that and are making a judgement
about who you are?”
"Well, people have judged me based off one
expression which I wasn't smirking but
assume have assumed that's what I had
and they’ve gone from there to titling me and
labeling me as a racist person.”
"There's something aggressive about
standing there - standing your ground. You
both stood your ground. And it was like a
stare-down. What do you think of that now
when you think about that moment?”
“I would say that Mr. Philips had his right to
come up to me I had my right to sand there.”
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